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Appendix A Proof of Theorem 1

The proof is split into several lemmas using Pi,Li,Ui,Oi, Ii to denote the content of variables
P,L,U,O, I at step i of computation (i≥ 0). More in detail, in Lemma 1 we will first show that un-
derestimates form an increasing sequence and, on the contrary, overestimates form a decreasing
sequence. Then, in Lemma 2 we will prove properties of stable models of programs Pi∪Li (i≥ 0).
Correctness of estimates will be shown in Lemmas 3–4, and termination of the algorithms in
Lemma 5. Finally, in Lemma 6 we will extend the proof to variants using ComputeStableModel∗.

Lemma 1
Ui ⊆Ui+1 and Oi+1 ⊆ Oi ⊆ Q for each i≥ 0.

Proof
Variable U is initially empty. EnumerationOfModels and OverestimateReduction reassign U only
once. IterativeCoherenceTesting and UnderestimateReduction always enlarge the set stored in U
by means of set union (line 4). Concerning variable O, it is initially equal to Q and restricted at
each reassignment by means of set intersection (line 7 for OverestimateReduction; line 6 for the
other procedures).

Lemma 2
SM(Pi+1 ∪Li+1) ⊆ SM(Pi ∪Li) for each i ≥ 0. For IterativeCoherenceTesting and IterativePar-
tialCoherenceTesting we also have SM(Pi+1∪Li+1) = SM(Pi∪Li) for each i≥ 0.

Proof
Variable P is reassigned only by EnumerationOfModels and OverestimateReduction, where con-
straints are added to the previous program. Constraints can only remove stable models (as a
consequence of the Splitting Set Theorem by Lifschitz and Turner 1994). On the other hand,
learned constraints stored in variable L are implicit in the program stored by variable P, and thus
cannot change its semantics.

Lemma 3
Oi ⊇ Q∩CC(P) for each i≥ 0.
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Proof
The base case is true because O0 = Q. Assume the claim is true for some i ≥ 0 and consider
Oi+1 = Oi ∩ Ii+1, where Ii+1 ∈ SM(Pi ∪ Li). By i applications of Lemma 2, we obtain Ii+1 ∈
SM(P0∪L0), i.e., Ii+1 ∈ SM(P). We can thus conclude a ∈ Oi \Oi+1 implies a /∈CC(P), and we
are done.

Lemma 4
Ui ⊆ Q∩CC(P) for each i≥ 0.

Proof
The base case is true because U0 = /0. Assume the claim is true for some i≥ 0 and consider Ui+1.
If Ui+1 =Ui then the claim is true. Otherwise, we distinguish two cases.

For IterativeCoherenceTesting and IterativePartialCoherenceTesting, Ui+1 =Ui∪{a} for some
a ∈ Oi \Ui. Moreover, there is no M ∈ SM(Pi ∪ Li) such that a /∈ M because Ii+1 = ⊥. From
Lemma 2, we can conclude that there is no M ∈ SM(P) such that a /∈M, i.e., a ∈CC(P). Since
a ∈ Oi \Ui, we have a ∈ Oi and thus a ∈ Q by Lemma 1. Therefore, a ∈ Q∩CC(P) and we are
done.

For EnumerationOfModels and OverestimateReduction, Ui+1 = Oi and the algorithm termi-
nates. Exactly i+ 1 constraints were added to P, one for each stable model of P found, i.e.,
I1, . . . , Ii. Moreover, Ii+1 =⊥ holds. Assume by contradiction that there is a∈Oi \CC(P). Hence,
there is M ∈ SM(P) such that a /∈ M. Moreover, a ∈ I j ( j = 1, . . . , i) and thus M is a model of
all constraints added at line 1. Consequently, M is a stable model of Pi ∪Li, which contradicts
Ii+1 =⊥.

Lemma 5
Algorithm 1 terminates after finitely many steps.

Proof
When EnumerationOfModels is used, termination is guaranteed because P has a finite number
of stable models. OverestimateReduction either sets U equal to O, or reduces O, which initially
is equal to Q, a finite set. IterativeCoherenceTesting either increases U , or reduces O, and thus
terminates because O is finite and Ui ⊆ Oi holds for each i ≥ 0 by Lemmas 3 and 4. Termina-
tion of IterativePartialCoherenceTesting is guaranteed if restarts are properly delayed during the
computation, as it must be done already for guaranteeing termination of stable model search.

Lemma 6
Underestimates produced by ComputeStableModel∗ are sound.

Proof
Follows by the fact that L contains constraints that are implicit in the program stored by variable
P.
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